J24 Southern Sydney Fleet Meeting.
Tuesday, 18th September 2018
RMYC Port Hacking
Meeting opened: 1800
Present: John Zagame, Jared Macquart, Mick Reynolds, David McKay, Fiona Campbell.
Apologies: nil
Chairperson: Fiona Campbell
Business:


Meetings

Earlier time and Tuesdays seems to be more suitable for all to have meetings. Meetings held at
random, to suit need and persons attending.


J24 SSF AGM

To be held Tuesday 16th October at RMYC at 1800. Quorum needs to be 5% of membership
(currently 33). John Z happy to stay on as president. Proposal to have a publicity officer included in
office bearers. Accepted by all. Audit of finances underway.


NSW J24 State Championship

Scales: Decision to not pay to have boat scales calibrated. Mick R has access to John Crawford’s
scales, plus we have McKay’s scales. To be available at states on request. Human scales – Mick R to
provide, self-calibrated.
Registration on Friday 2nd Nov: Will need help with weigh-in/scrutiny of registration forms/J24
membership. Fiona, John Z and Rhonda will be available. Where to hold registration, as Friday nights
back in operation? Near ice machine or sailing office? Request input from CSC.
Trophies: in possession.
Sponsors: Macquart Marine (vests), Wet Tech (prize), mysail (listing), McKay Marine (wet weather
gear prize), Spot-a-Yacht, Boat Crew Gear.
PRO: need Bruce Swane’s email address to send SIs for approval. Fiona to follow up.


J24 Worlds

Tinto campaign successful: a 4th and a 6th out of the 10 races and 29th overall. Well done Tinto! Alex
Cawsey at RMYC half way through meeting. Congratulations conveyed. Discussion on Tinto team
doing a presentation at CSC with Nev Whittey included. To follow up.


Nationals

No further input on where to be held. Potentially still Adelaide. Interest waning.
28 membership cards and 17 decals received from National Association.



Weather camera

John Z approached to have weather camera installed at his home. He suggests that the old Fisheries
building is a better option and less intrusive for his neighbours. John Z to follow up with his
community contacts to see if this is possible.


Wednesday twilights

RMYC invitation for J24s to participate in the Wednesday twilights. Potentially 2 boats.


Other business

Current account balance $358.95 (trophies the only expenditure).

Next meeting: AGM 16th October.
Minutes recorded by Fiona Campbell.
Meeting closed at 1900

